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Since its inception in 2001, GDF—

- Served **134** countries
- Provided **26 million** patient treatments
- Procured value of **US $1.2 billion** medicines and diagnostics
- Delivered diagnostics worth of **US $82 million**
- Reduced the price of MDT-TB treatments more than **30%** & up to **58%** for specific SLD

✔ **Save lives**

✔ Strengthen national drug management systems

✔ Contribute to TB commodities market shaping

✔ Maximize impact and value for money
**Country Support**
- One-stop mechanism
- Improved quantification at country & regional level
- Capacity building to strengthen in-country supply chain system
- TA coordination with partners and countries
- Prevent stock out

**Market Shaping**
- Visibility of Demand
- Global Forecasting
- Market landscape analysis
- Diversifying Suppliers and product portfolio
- Price reduction
- Supporting new drugs and diagnostics introduction

**Uninterrupted supply of quality-assured TB commodities at affordable price to clients**
- First-line drugs
- Second-line drugs
- Diagnostics

**Changes in GDF operations to maximize impact**
- Evolve from Grant model toward Direct Procurement model
- Foster closer/earlier interaction for GF NFM Order placement optimization by using advance ordering
- GDF strategic stockpile to contemplate FLDs + SLDs
- Financial flexibility

**Striving suppliers engagement**
- Monitor key supply chain vulnerabilities with stakeholders
- Change from production to order to production to stock
- Increasing stockpile capacity to meet production challenges
- Products: Unified multilingual packaging/ longer shelf life

**Countries**
- Global Fund PRs
- Donors, partners & NGOs in countries

**Suppliers**
- Manufacturers
  - (for active pharmaceutical ingredients/finished pharmaceutical products/diagnostics)

**Donors**
- Order
- Treatment regimen
- Stock level
- Quantification data
- Budget

**Procurement agent**
- Consolidated order
- Stock-based production

**Value for Money**
- Uninterrupted supply
  - of quality-assured TB commodities at affordable price to clients

**Information flow**
- Fund
- Medicines and diagnostics
- GDF tools
- Partners’ tools

**Milestones**
- Global Forecasting
- Diversifying Suppliers and product portfolio
- Price reduction
- Supporting new drugs and diagnostics introduction
Country Support
- One-stop mechanism
- Improved quantification at country & regional level
- Capacity building to strengthen in-country supply chain system
- TA coordination with partners and countries
- Prevent stock out

Market Shaping
- Visibility of Demand
- Global Forecasting
- Market landscape analysis
- Diversifying Suppliers and product portfolio
- Price reduction
- Supporting new drugs and diagnostics introduction

Countries, NTPs & patients
- Global Fund PRs
- Partners, technical agencies & NGOs in countries

Early warning system
- Order
- Treatment regimen
- Stock level
- Quantification data
- Budget

Monitoring missions
- NTP tools
- Forecast
- QuanTB

Strategic rotating stockpile
- GF Rapid supply mechanism
- Flexible procurement fund

Donors/funding agencies
- Countries

Procurement Agent

Suppliers
- Manufacturers
- (for active pharmaceutical ingredients/finished pharmaceutical products/diagnostics)

Consolidated order
- Stock-based production

Information flow
- Medicines and diagnostics
- Fund
- GDF tools
- Partners’ tool

Changes in GDF operations to maximize impact
- Evolve from Grant model towards Direct Procurement model
- Foster closer/earlier interaction for GF NFM Order placement optimization by using advance ordering
- GDF strategic stockpile to contemplate FLDs + SLDs
- Financial flexibility
- Quality management

Striving suppliers engagement
- Monitor key supply chain vulnerabilities with stakeholders
- Change from production to order to production to stock
- Increasing stockpile capacity to meet production challenges
- Products: Unified multilingual packaging / Longer shelf life
GDF COUNTRY SUPPORT

Strengthen national drug supply management systems and sustainable procurement capacity

The Global Fund
Support Concept Note development and Grant Making

Innovative Tools

GDF Monitoring Missions

Technical Assistance through Partnership

USAID
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World Health Organization
The Union
KNCV
TB ALLIANCE

QuanTB
Early warning system

Stop TB Partnership
GLOBAL DRUG FACILITY
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